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ABSTRACT
The variation in the intensity of cosmic rays at small angular scales is attributed to the interstellar
turbulence in the vicinity of the Solar system. We show that a turbulent origin of the small-scale
structures implies that the morphology of the observed cosmic-ray intensity skymap varies with our
location in the interstellar turbulence. The gyroradius of cosmic rays is shown to be the length scale
associated with an observable change in the skymap over a radian angular scale. The extent to which
the intensity at a certain angular scale varies is proportional to the change in our location with a
maximum change of about the amplitude of intensity variation at that scale in the existing skymap.
We suggest that for TeV cosmic rays a measurable variation could occur over a time scale of a decade
due to the Earth’s motion through the interstellar medium, if interstellar turbulence persists down to
the gyroradius, about 00 µpc for TeV-ish cosmic rays. Observational evidence of the variability, or an
absence of it, could provide a useful insight into the physical origin of the small-scale anisotropy.
1. INTRODUCTION
A meticulous measurement of energy and arrival di-
rection of individual primary cosmic ray (CR) nuclei has
revealed that the intensity of CRs in the TeV band is
remarkably isotropic. The measured degree of deviation
from isotropy, about few parts per ten thousand, appears
to be much smaller than the implied level of anisotropy
by the standard diffusive propagation models of Galactic
CRs, which are otherwise effective in reproducing sev-
eral observables, such as the spectrum and composition
(see e.g. Strong et al. 2007; Blasi & Amato 2012; Pohl &
Eichler 2013). However, the consideration of anisotropy
in the spatial diffusion and an inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of cosmic-ray sources in the spiral arms can poten-
tially reduce the tension between the observation and
the propagation models (Eichler et al. 2013; Kumar &
Eichler 2014b,a; Evoli et al. 2012; Eichler et al. 2016).
In recent years, a large number of TeV-band CR
events registered by modern observatories have mani-
fested small but significant variation in the flux at all
resolved angular scales (Amenomori et al. 2006; Guil-
lian et al. 2007; Abdo et al. 2008; Bartoli et al. 2013;
Abeysekara et al. 2014). Although the dipole anisotropy
in the measured intensity is understood to be due to
asymmetry in the distribution of CR sources, the ori-
gin of anisotropy in the intensity at the small angular
scales remains unclear. It has been suggested that these
patchy structures in the CR intensity skymap may be
a combined effect of the prevalent interstellar magnetic
turbulence in the vicinity of the Solar system and a spa-
tial inhomogeneity in CR density (Giacinti & Sigl 2012;
Ahlers 2014; Ahlers & Mertsch 2015). Alternatively, it
has been suggested that they could possibly be due to
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very local alteration of the CR phase-space distribution
by heliospheric structures (Schwadron et al. 2014; Zhang
et al. 2014; O’C. Drury 2013; Desiati & Lazarian 2013;
Lo´pez-Barquero et al. 2016).
In this paper, we suggest that if the CR anisotropy
at small angular scales is mainly due to the local turbu-
lence, then the structures in the CR arrival distribution
of a given energy band should be variable on a time-
scale determined by gyroradius-scale shift in the posi-
tion of the Earth with respect to the turbulence. At
a velocity of about 20 km s−1, the solar system tra-
verses ∼ 40 AU (∼ 2 · 10−4 pc) in approximately 10
years(Witte 2004; McComas et al. 2009), which is com-
parable to the gyroradius of TeV CRs close to our solar
system, rg(E) ∼ 3 · 10−4 pc for protons and 3 µG as
the estimated strength of the magnetic field in the local
interstellar medium (Zirnstein et al. 2016). For TeV CRs
the variation due to a change in the location of the Solar
system is expected to cause a decadal-scale variation.
The HAWC observatory operating in the Northern
Hemisphere reports a significant change in the intensity
skymap of few-TeV CRs(Abeysekara et al. 2014) in re-
lation to the data accumulated by its predecessor, the
Milagro experiment (Abdo et al. 2008). Specifically, it re-
ports a change in the intensity and location of one of the
intensity excesses and the appearance of an entirely new
excess region at TeV energies. While the discrepancy is
suggested to be due to a difference in the median energy
of the CR events recorded by these two observatories, it
is likely that part of the discrepancies are of physical ori-
gin due to change in the location of the Earth over the
operational period of these observatories. In the follow-
ing we present the numerical method used for estimating
CRs flux in differential angular bins at the Earth. There-
after, we compute skymaps of CRs for slightly different
locations of the Solar system to illustrate the variability
of the CR arrival distribution.
2. NUMERICAL METHOD
We numerically integrate the equation of motion of
charged particles in a model turbulent magnetic field to
exemplify the chaotic nature of the cosmic-ray trajecto-
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2ries and the origin of small-scale anisotropy. Formally,
trajectories of CRs in phase-space are described by a
doublet of vectors, ~x(t) and ~p(t), denoting the position
and the momentum of a CR at time t. The time evolu-
tion of the trajectories is governed by dpˆ/dt = ωcpˆ× Bˆ;
and d~x/dt = ~p/m, where pˆ and Bˆ are unit vectors along
the momentum and the local magnetic field, respectively,
ωc is the energy dependent gyro-frequency, and m is the
relativistic mass. The three-dimensional magnetic turbu-
lence used in our computation is represented by super-
position of several linearly polarized shear Alfve´n waves
of random polarizations and phases (Giacalone & Jokipii
1999). The wavenumbers of Alfve´n modes are logarith-
mically spaced with d log k = 0.01 between minimum
wavenumber kmin = 0.5/lc and maximum wavenumber
kmax = 5 · 103/lc, where lc is the correlation length.
The turbulent magnetic field is assumed to follow a spa-
tially homogeneous Kolmogorov scaling. The ratio of
mean free path to rg for CRs of smaller rg/lc is larger
and requires larger computational time to illustrate ran-
dom walk of the CR trajectories. Therefore, majority
of our analyses are performed for large rigidity CRs, i.e.
rg/lc ' 0.1. However, in section 3.1 we illustrate that
our results are valid for low rigidity CRs as well.
Trajectories of charged particles can be decomposed
into gyration around a mean magnetic field, ~B0, and the
variation in pitch angle (the angle between ~p and ~B0)
arising from magnetic fluctuations, δ ~B, perpendicular to
~B0, if δB
2/B20 is much smaller than unity (Blandford &
Eichler 1987). However, the randomization of trajecto-
ries cannot always be quantified in terms of pitch-angle
scattering, e.g., in the absence of a coherent large-scale
mean magnetic field. More generally, the correlation time
of nearby points in phase-space, defined by the Lyapunov
exponent, can be used to quantify the chaotic nature of
the trajectories. In figure 1 we show the time evolution
of the spatial separation between few randomly selected
pairs of trajectories whose initial momentums are sepa-
rated by d~p = 10−2~p. The separations between the pair
of trajectories first increase nearly exponentially, and the
initial correlation in their momentum erodes away. Af-
ter the trajectories are decorrelated, they reflect inde-
pendent random walks in phase-space and their sepa-
ration increases diffusively (∝ t1/2). Clearly, the time
over which two trajectories remain correlated depends
on their initial separation in phase-space. In addition,
the numerical integration of the equation of motion at
each time step involves an irreducible error characterized
by the error tolerance adopted by the numerical scheme.
Therefore, numerically backtracked trajectories of indi-
vidual CRs cannot be used deterministically to map the
phase-space density at two different times by invoking
Liouville’s theorem. We note that the source of error in
mapping the phase-space density is not merely due to nu-
merical discretization, but it could also have a physical
origin due to small scale ( rg) magnetic fluctuations
present in the interstellar medium that are not resolved
by the observations or the numerical simulations.
However, correlation in the backtracked locations of
multiple CRs (at t = −T , say) of known arrival direction
at Earth (at t = 0) can be used to estimate correlation
in their spatial origin. Specifically, we consider n CRs
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Figure 1. The magnitude of spatial separation, δ~r, between a
pair of CR trajectories are shown as a function of time. Initially
δ~r = 0 and d~p = 10−2~p. Each curve represents a pair of trajec-
tories starting from the same location but with randomly oriented
momentum vector.
whose arrival directions at the Earth are uniformly dis-
tributed within a two-dimensional angular bin of solid
angle dΩ pointing in direction rˆ in an arbitrary coor-
dinate system. We numerically compute the position
of each CR at the backtracked time t = −T , denoted
as ~xi(−T )∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. The phase-space separation
among the CRs increases with the backtracking time, and
the initial correlation in their position and momentum is
lost after t & τc. At the back-tracked time t = −T , we
view the spatial distribution of their backtracked loca-
tion ~xi(−T ) as a probability distribution of their origin.
We use the centroid of the probability distribution to es-
timate the differential flux of cosmic rays, F (rˆ), within
the angular bin, i.e. F (rˆ,−T ) ∝ Ncr(~xc(−T )), where
Ncr is a presumed large-scale spatial distribution of CR
number density and ~xc(−T ) is an arithmetic mean of all
~xi(−T ). For simplicity, we consider that the CR density
distribution, Ncr, follows a uniform spatial gradient. The
inhomogeneity in CR density implies that a variation in
~xc with the orientation ~r of the angular bins would give
rise to variation in the CR arrival direction and hence
their intensity.
The centroid ~xc of the probability distribution is not
altered by the uncorrelated random walks of the back-
tracked trajectories (for t & τc) in a spatially homoge-
neous and isotropic turbulence. However, the ensem-
ble of backtracked trajectories would follow any exist-
ing large-scale magnetic field whose topology would con-
tribute to the estimation of ~xc. The effect of large-scale
magnetic field can be subtracted if the field lines are suf-
ficiently ordered for it to almost equally affect ~xc for all
angular bins regardless of their orientation, rˆ. Other-
wise, the probabilistic approach described here can not
be reliably employed to estimate the CR intensity, since
the convergence of ~xc to a limit is not guaranteed for any
arbitrary magnetic-field structure. Moreover, the corre-
lation time of trajectories, τc, is larger for smaller angular
bins, and for a sufficiently small angular bin decorrela-
tion of trajectories due to growth of numerical error may
be significant which would bias the convergence of ~xc. In
any case, we impose the criteria of convergence for the
choice of angular bin size which can be resolved by the
numerical calculation and does not depend on the sys-
tematic error in the integration of trajectories. Specif-
3ically, we ensure that our results converge with respect
to the error tolerance adopted in the numerical integra-
tion by changing the numerical tolerance and numerical
integration method. The results presented here used a
fourth-order accurate Bulirsch-Stoer integration scheme
with relative error tolerance of 10−6 per 0.1/ωc (Press
et al. 2007).
To build skymaps, we discretize the entire range of CR
arrival directions into two-dimensional angular bins of
equal solid angles. The shape of angular bins are deter-
mined using the Healpix (Go´rski et al. 2005) program.
We then estimate the CR flux in all angular bins, as
described above, by backtracking a large number of CR
trajectories. The skymaps of CR intensity constructed
from the mean position of backtracked CR trajectories
at four different backtracking times are shown in figure
2. About 103 particles per angular bin of size 4×10−3 sr
(Healpix parameter NSIDE=16) are used to estimate the
CR flux in each bin. Note that the estimated CR fluxes
are additive. That is to say, sum of estimated fluxes
in two adjacent bins is the estimated flux in the con-
joined bin. The computed intensity in all the bins are
scaled such that the amplitude of the dipole anisotropy
is unity. It is evident from figure 2 that the structure
of the CR arrival distribution as well the amplitude of
small-scale anisotropy (in proportion of the dipole) con-
verges to a limit. We consider the converged skymap as
representative of the observed CR intensity for an im-
posed large-scale gradient in CR number density.
3. VARIATION IN THE SKYMAP
We vary the location of the Earth and estimate the CR
flux in each angular bin, as described above. The real-
ization of magnetic turbulence, CR density, and dipole
anisotropy, as well as the size and orientation of the an-
gular bins are kept unchanged. In figure 3 we show the
simulated cosmic-ray skymap at a randomly chosen ref-
erence point as well as at three other nearby locations.
The shift in the location of the Earth, represented by ∆x,
is along a randomly chosen direction. The four example
skymaps in the figure illustrate a random and apprecia-
ble variation in the observed cosmic-ray skymap for a
displacement of Earth on the order of ∼ rg, assuming
static magnetic turbulence. The size of angular scale af-
fected by the change in observer’s location depends on
the magnitude of the change.
The power spectra of the CR intensity skymap at dif-
ferent locations of Earth are shown in figure 4. As evi-
dent from the figure, the power spectrum shows only a
small change due to change in the location of the Earth.
The changes in the intensity skymap due to a change in
the location of the Earth appears mainly as a change in
the angular position of the structures in the skymap. The
power spectra suggest that the amplitude of the variation
in intensity at a certain angular scales remains nearly in-
dependent of our location. That is to say, the maximum
variation in the intensity at certain angular scale is about
the amplitude of the intensity variation at that partic-
ular angular scale in the skymap at any given location.
Angular bins differ in intensity because CR in different
bins have different scattering history due to interaction
with different turbulent eddies with different phases and
pitch angles. For a given location of the Earth the entire
skymap represents an ensemble of scattering histories.
In a homogeneous turbulence, the history of one angu-
lar bin is merely replaced by the other as the location of
the observer changes. Therefore the power spectrum re-
mains the same even though the intensities in individual
angular bins have changed.
3.1. Temporal variation for low rigidity CRs:
rg/lc = 10
−4
The changes in the intensity skymap are due to a) al-
teration of the phase-space structures by the turbulent
component of the magnetic field as gyrophase-bunched
particles are scattered during transport from one location
to the other, and b) rotation of the existing structure in
the momentum space due the local mean magnetic field.
A combination of both these effects gives rise to rg−scale
variability in the skymap. The case of rg = 0.1lc corre-
spond to ∼PeV cosmic rays and the mean free path of
the CRs is only about 10 times larger than lc. In order
to illustrate that rg−scale variation holds true for ∼TeV
energy cosmic rays as well, we have carried out a set
of three high-resolution simulation for rg = 10
−4lc. In
this case kmax = 2 · 105 and about 107 CR trajectories
are computed to produce each skymap. The simulated
skymaps for the three different locations of the observer
are shown in Figure 6. The figures show that small-scale
structures in the CRs intensity skymaps change if posi-
tion of an observer is changed by about rg. The ampli-
tude of intensity variation at large angular scales (l . 5)
is relatively smaller as compared to the rg/lc = 0.1 case.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The rg−scale variability in the skymap is illustrated
for rg close to the correlation length of the turbulence,
and therefore moderately large δB/B0. The level of tur-
bulence experienced by TeV particles, though smaller if
the turbulent spectrum is Kolmogorov, is nevertheless
unknown. It could be larger than predicted by a Kol-
mogorov spectrum if there are additional sources of it at
smaller scales (e.g. stellar winds). In any case, a simi-
lar rg−scale variability for TeV energy can be argued as
follows: at a given location of the Earth different arrival
directions rˆ of cosmic rays correspond to different pitch
angles and phases φ with respect to the local magnetic
field, B0, and gyroradius-scale fluctuations, δB. Under
the hypothesis that the small-scale anisotropy is due to
local interstellar turbulence, the variation in CR inten-
sity with arrival direction arises because trajectories map
slightly different CR source regions. The distinction in
the history of the observed CRs is determined by their
local pitch angle and phase φ. A change in the location
of an observer implies that the same arrival direction
would correspond to different φ (possibly even a differ-
ent pitch angle), and the exact same reason (i.e., different
pitch angle and φ means different flux) would now im-
ply a slightly different flux in the same angular bin. In
other words, CRs tracing the same phase-space density
have very different arrival direction for observers with
gyroradius-scale separation due to the gyration of CRs
in the magnetic field.
The power spectrum of the CR intensity skymap sug-
gests that the amplitude of variation in the CR intensity
is a steeply increasing function of the angular scale of
the anisotropy. The alteration in the relevant character-
istic of CRs that determine their history are supposedly
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Figure 2. CR intensity skymap calculated by backtracking cosmic-ray trajectories, here shown as a function of backtracking time. The
energy distribution of CRs is a Gaussian of median rg/lc = 0.1 with 10 percent dispersion in the energy. The method used to estimate the
flux in individual angular bins is described in the text. Here and in the figure a smoothing filter of 0.1 radian angular width is applied.
Reference Location ∆x = 0.1 rg ∆x = 0.5 rg ∆x = 1.0 rg
Figure 3. The simulated skymap of cosmic-ray (rg/lc = 0.1) intensity for an observer at a randomly chosen reference location is shown
in the left most panel. The location of the observer is then changed along a randomly chosen axis, and the simulated skymaps for varying
amounts of displacement (noted in the title) along that axis are shown in the other three panels.
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Figure 4. Power spectra of the simulated cosmic-ray skymaps at
different locations of the Earth. The four different locations of the
Earth shown here are the same as in the figure 3.
a smooth function of the arrival direction. The variation
in these characteristics for the same arrival direction is
expected to be proportional to the displacement of the
Earth with respect to the interstellar turbulence. There-
fore, a uniform motion of the Earth would imply that
the variation in the CR intensity skymap at smaller an-
gular scales would take place at a shorter time scale. In
figure 5 we show power spectra of the change in the in-
tensity skymaps to illustrate the proportionality between
the angular size of the anisotropy and displacement of the
Earth. The change in the intensity in any differential an-
gular bin, at a given location of the Earth, is measured
with respect to the intensity skymap at a randomly cho-
sen reference position corresponding to ∆x = 0. In figure
5 the red line is the power spectrum of the difference be-
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Figure 5. Power spectra of the variation in cosmic-ray intensity
arising from relocation of the observer, i.e. the power spectra of the
difference between a skymap at the position of reference ∆x = 0,
and three different Earth positions: ∆x = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 rg .
tween the skymap at the position ∆x = 0.1 rg, and the
skymap at the reference position ∆x = 0 rg. It is evident,
by comparison with the power spectrum of the CR inten-
sity skymaps(figure 4), that the amplitude of fluctuations
that represent change in the intensity is much smaller for
l . 20. That is to say, for a change of 0.1 rg in the Earth
position, the largest structures (’spots”) observed on the
reference map would remain nearly unaffected and only
the small-scale structures (angular scale smaller than 10
degrees) would be affected (see also figure 3). The power
spectrum of the difference in the CR intensity skymap is
also shown for ∆x = 0.5 rg (in green) and ∆x = 1 rg (in
blue). Similarly, we infer that for ∆x = 0.5 rg changes in
the intensity skymap are observed at angular scales up
5Reference Location ∆x = 1 rg ∆y = 1 rg
Figure 6. Similar to Figure 3, the simulated cosmic ray intensity skymaps for rg = 10−4lc are shown for three arbitrary locations of an
observer. The three locations are separated by rg and the global mean magnetic field is along the x-direction. In order to emphasize the
change in small angular scale structures, the dipole anisotropy is removed from all the skymaps shown in this figure.
to 45 degrees. Therefore, the time scale determined by
rg−scale displacement of the Earth may only be consid-
ered as an upper limit on a measurable variation on the
intensity skymap.
We predict a measurable change in the skymap of
anisotropy pattern of CRs of a few TeV in energy in few
decades if the structure are due to magnetic turbulence.
Remarkably, CRs of a few TeV can also be affected by
the heliosphere but any variation in the intensity due to
heliospheric would correlate with the change in the he-
liosphere and would likely show an angular asymmetry
in the flux variation due to the non-spherical shape of
the heliospheric boundaries. Moreover, the effect of the
heliosphere should be independent of our location in the
ISM and can also be better constrained with further im-
provements in our understanding of the global structure
of the heliosphere. Also, the structure of turbulent eddies
at the gyroscale of CRs may change with time which can
lead to faster change in the skymap. An Alfve´n speed
VA ∼ 10 km/sec would imply that the turnover time
rg/VA for eddies at gyroradius scale is comparable to the
transit time of the Earth through a rg-scale turbulent
eddy.
The IceCube observatory has not measured any sig-
nificant change in the skymap during a six years period
of their operation in the Southern Hemisphere (Aartsen
et al. 2016). The stability of small scale anisotropy
observed by IceCube could be due their higher threshold
energy (& 10 TeV) which would require a longer obser-
vational period to measure any measurable change. In
any case, the limits on temporal variability of the flux
skymap can potentially provide strong constraints for
theoretical models concerning the origin of anisotropy.
Future observations in combination with archival data
can likely shed more light on the origin of small-scale
anisotropy as the cosmic ray observatories continue to
collect data.
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